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Casa Vallonia kicks off its first edition in Italy
On 21 and 22 June 2022, the first edition of Casa Wallonia arrived in Italy, a prestigious event that aims
to embrace cultural, design, academic, economic and tourist themes at the same time, thus becoming a
true showcase for the Walloon Region.
The event is organised by the Walloon Agency for Exports and Foreign Investments, in collaboration
with Wallonie-Bruxelles International, Wallonie Belgique Tourisme and the Belgian Embassy in Italy.
Platform architecture and design took an active part in the event, selecting 25 Italian design
studios that confronted Valloni companies, thus promoting an international exchange of ideas in order
to stimulate new and profitable business activities.
The appointment in Milan, in the splendid setting of Le Village in Corso di Porta Romana, has been an
opportunity to present Wallonia not only as an ideal destination in Belgium for foreign investors and
tourism operators, but also as a partner of excellence in international trade, academic and cultural
collaborations.
Casa Wallonia is an event born in 2019 in Spain, conceived by AWEx in Madrid; after the second Spanish
edition that took place in November 2021, the event arrives in Italy. Taking place every two years, it will
be itinerant in the main Italian cities.
As its name suggests, Casa Vallonia aims to be a home; a place where guests can exchange, relate and
learn more about the region that welcomes them.
ARCHISTORY STONE LEAF UPHOLSTERY, ECO INSULATION FOAM, ALLO FIBRE CARPETS AND STONE
LEAF LAMPS
ARCHIistory presents some of its flagship products such as Flystone natural stone leaf, Armacell 100%
recycled PET foam for structural and insulation applications or their exclusive allo fibre carpets and
finally their beautiful aluminium lamps. www.archistorybelgium.com
The architectural firms involved in the initiative are:
– Ace
– Alessandro Luciani Designer
– Ascanio Zocchi Interior design
– Atomaa
– Balance Architettura
– Baldo Battaglia Architetto
– BGpiù
– Dainelli Studio

– Edith Leschke
– EV+A LAB
– Fabric Studio
– Frigerio Design
– GaS Studio
– Garibaldi Interiors
– GBPA Architects
– Giuseppe Tortato Architetti
– Interia (Michele Abbatinalie GianfaustoAbbatinali)
– Lai Studio
– Lorena Alessio Architetti
– Mazzei architetti
– MYGG
– Nologo Architecture
– Persia Costruzioni (Emanuele Persia)
– Principioattivo Architecture Group
– Quinquoces Dragò
– Silvia Giannini Architetto
– TRA

In the document published alongside this article, you will find descriptions of the architects present
at #casavallonia.
ARCHITECTS- CASA VALLONIA
For more information visit www.wallonia.it or the Instagram profile @casa_vallonia

